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About Screens 

This section describes the contents of screens and operations. 

Specific operations such as how to create a BOT, how to use a BOT, refer to “Working with Cloud 

BOT.” 

Following screens are described: 

⚫ Login 

⚫ Dashboard 

⚫ BOT 

⚫ Schedules 

⚫ Execution Logs 

⚫ Usage Reports 

⚫ Members 

⚫ Connect 

⚫ Contract Information 

⚫ For Developers 

⚫ Create a new BOT 

 

Login 

Used to log in to Cloud BOT. 

 

 

(1) Mail Address Enter the registered E-mail address. 

(2) Password Enter the registered password. 

(3) Sign in automatically next time Select to sign in without entering an E-mail address and a 

password next time you access Cloud BOT. 

(4) [Log in] Click to log in to Cloud Bot. 

(5) When password is missing Click this link to follow instructions to reset your password 

when you forget your password. 

(6) Log in with another account Log in to Cloud BOT using Google account, Facebook 

account, or Microsoft account. 
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Dashboard 

Appears after logging in to Cloud BOT. You can all operations from this screen. 

Overview of Dashboard 

 

 

(1) Main menu All operations that you can are listed. 

For details, refer to “Main Menu.” 

(2)  Click this mark to open/close the Main menu. 

(3) Recently created BOT Up to five created BOTs are displayed. 

You can execute a BOT or create a new BOT. 

(4) Mail Address E-mail address of the user currently logging in. 

Click ▼ next to the E-mail address to go to the Account Settings 

or log out. 

(5) [More details] Go to the BOT screen. If you have more than five BOTs, all BOTs can be 

shown. 

(6) Usage Reports ⚫ Storage usage: Displays storage capacity currently used and maximum 

storage capacity available. 

⚫ Run time of this month: Displays total BOTs run time and maximum time 

available this month. 

⚫ [Time charge for free]: Clicking this button to extend the run time for ten 

minutes (no charge) when the run time of this month has been consumed. 

An email to the subscriber to approve the extension is sent by clicking this 

button. 

⚫ [More details]: Displays detailed usage reports (navigate to Usage 

Reports). 

(7) Information & Topics Displays notifications from Cloud BOT. 

⚫ [More details]: Displays all notifications (navigate to the Notice screen). 
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Main menu 

For screens displayed when clicking each menu, click each screen name. 

 

Dashboard Navigates to Dashboard. 

BOT Displays all BOTs created so far. 

You can Create a new BOT, edit, run BOTs. 

Schedules You can schedule a BOT to run on a regular basis. 

This menu is available only when subscribing paid plans. 

Execution Logs Displays execution results of BOTs. 

Usage Reports Displays currently subscribed plan and usage reports such 

as storage usage and total execution time. 

Members Can register members to share your BOTs. 

Available only when subscribing paid plan. 

Connect Can connect BOTs to external applications and execute. 

Contract 

Information 

Can display details of currently subscribed plan and modify 

the plan or registered information such as company name, 

time zone etc.. 

Notice Displays notifications from Cloud BOT. 

Contact Us Displays a form for contacting us when you have any 

questions or requests. 

For Developers Setting functions for developers. 

Documents Displays documents for using Cloud BOT, connecting an 

external application, API reference, and so on. 

Product Page Displays Cloud BOT product page. 

Privacy Policy Displays our privacy policy. 

Cloud BOT Channel Displays YouTube’s Cloud BOT channel. 

 

Account Settings 

Displayed when clicking ▼ next to the E-mail address and selecting “Account Settings.” 
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(1) Mail address Registered E-mail address. 

(2) Change password Can change your password. 

(3) Receive notifications 

from Cloud BOT 

Clicking the button to ON, you can receive notifications from Cloud BOT on 

registered mail address. 

(4) Language Drop down list to select the display language from Japanese and English. 

(5) Save Saves the changes. 

(6) Delete Cloud BOT 

account 

Deletes your Cloud BOT account. All BOTs created and storage are also 

deleted. 

 

BOT 

Displayed when clicking “BOT” on Main menu. 

You can do various actions from here. 

 
(1) + Create a new BOT Creates a new BOT. 

Refer to Creating BOT for details. 

(2) BOT name, description Searches created BOTs by BOT name or description. Enter a BOT name or 

description (whole or part) into the text box and click “Search.” 

(3) Creator Searches created BOTs by creator. Select a creator from the box and click 

“Search.” 

(4) 

 

Use these buttons to move between pages when you have more than 100 

BOTs created and you have multiple pages to display all BOTs. 

(5) BOT list List of BOTs. Displays 100 BOTs per page. 

⚫ Clicking a BOT name to display the detail of the BOT and from here, 

you can do all actions related to the BOT. 

⚫ The ▲ ▼ buttons next to “BOT name”, “Created”, and “Creator”, BOTs 

are sorted by the selected item. 

(6) Start You can run the BOT. For details, refer to Using BOT. 
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Details 

Displayed when clicking a BOT on the BOT screen. 

 

 

(1) Start You can run the BOT. For details, refer to Using BOT. 

(2) Screen shots Displays screen shots captured when running the BOT. 

(3) Detailed information Displays the information about the BOT. 

⚫ Total execution count: the number of times the BOT has been executed 

so far. 

⚫ Created: the date the BOT was created. 

⚫ Creator: the email address of the creator of the BOT. 

⚫ Average uptime: the average time taken to execute the BOT, which 

calculated from previous executions. 

⚫ Last modified: the date the last time the BOT was edited. 

(4) Edit Edits the BOT (go to the Create a new BOT). 

Refer to Editing the created BOT for details. 
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(5) Copy You can copy the BOT. Click to display the BOT copy screen. 

On the BOT copy screen, enter a name of newly created BOT and click 

“OK” to copy the BOT. 

On the details screen, you can see information about newly created BOT. 

(6) Delete Deletes the displayed BOT. 

Click “OK” on the message displayed. 

The BOT is deleted and the BOT screen is displayed. 

(7) Publish your API Uses this BOT as API. 

Click to display the About API screen. For details, refer to Publishing your 

BOT as API. 

(8) User Initial Value Sets input values to be used by myself only. 

Select a check box and enter the value in the “Current value” column. 

(9) Save settings Save the User Initial Value settings. 

(10) Execution Logs The execution history of the BOT. 

⚫ Run date: the date the BOT was executed. 

⚫ Status: displays status such as the execution was completed 

successfully. 

⚫ Run time: the time taken to execute the BOT. 

⚫ “Details”： Click to display the details of the execution (navigate to 

Execution Logs). 

(11) Schedules Schedules currently set to this BOT. 

You can set a new schedule from here. 

Available only when subscribing paid plan. 

⚫ Add schedule: can register or edit schedules (navigate to Add 

schedule). 

⚫ Schedule Name: Names of schedules currently set. 

⚫ Schedule: Details of schedules currently set. 
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Schedules  

You can run BOTs automatically at scheduled time or intervals. 

Such schedules can be set in this screen. 

 

 

(1) [+Add schedules] Sets new schedule for a BOT. 

Refer to Scheduling a BOT for details. 

(2) 

 

Use these buttons to move between pages when you have a lot of 

schedules created and you have multiple pages to display all schedules. 

(3) Schedules list List of schedules. 

⚫ Schedule Name: Names of schedules currently set. 

⚫ BOT name: Names of the BOT for which the schedule is set. 

⚫ Schedule: Details of the schedule. 

⚫ Status: Displays whether the schedule is enabled or disabled. 

⚫ Executor: E-mail address of a user who edited or executed the 

schedule last time. 

⚫ Details: Click to display details of the schedule. You can also change or 

delete the schedule. 
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Add Schedule 

Displayed when clicking [+Add schedules] on Schedules screen. 

You can set the schedule details. 

 

 

(1) Every day/Every 

hour/Minutes 

Set the interval of execution. 

⚫ Every day: BOT runs once a day. In the box that appears when you 

select it, set the execution time in 24-hour notation. 

⚫ Every hour: BOT runs once an hour. In the box that appears when you 

select it, set the execution time. 

⚫ Minutes: In the box that appears when you select it, set how often the 

BOT runs. 

(2) Set a due date Limit the period during which BOT is executed. Click the box and select a 

date from the calendar that appears. 

(3) Set time of day Available only when interval is set to “Every hour” or “Minutes.” Limit the 

time zone during which BOT is executed. Select the check box and set the 

time zone in 24-hour notation. 

(4) Set days of the week Set when executing the BOT on a fixed day of the week. Select the check 

box and set the day of the week. 

(5) Set days of the month Set when executing the BOT on a fixed day of the month. Select the check 

box and set the day of the month. 

(6) Target BOT Click to select the BOT for which you want to set this schedule. 
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(7) Input data Check and set the data entered when executing BOT. 

BOT cannot be executed automatically if items that are 

“Disabled” such as password are left as they are. Be sure to 

set the input data to be entered on this screen. 

(8) Schedule Name Give this schedule a name. If nothing is entered, the name will be in the 

format of “Run regularly” + BOT name. 

(9) Enable scheduler When selected, BOT will be executed according to the schedule it 

registered. 

If you want to disable the schedule, click the check box to deselect it. 

Execution Logs 

Displays execution results of BOTs. 

 
(1) Month to display Select the month for which you want to view the execution log. Select year 

and month from the drop-down list respectively, and click “Show.” 

(2) 

 

Displays 20 BOTs per page. Use these buttons to move between pages 

when you have more than 20 execution Logs. 

(3) Execution logs list The execution history of the month selected in “Month of display” is 

displayed. 

When selecting the check box on the left side, “Delete Storage Data” will 

be displayed at the top of the list. Click this button to delete the data 

acquired in the selected execution log. 

⚫ Run date: the date the BOT was executed. 

⚫ BOT name: the name of executed BOT. Click to display the BOT screen. 

⚫ Status: Shows whether it was executed successfully or an error 

occurred. 

⚫ Data size: The size of the data acquired by this BOT. 

⚫ Run time: The time taken to execute this BOT. 

⚫ [Details]: Click to display the details of the execution. The following 

operations are available from the details screen.  

・Displays the output data 
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・Deletes the output data 

Usage Reports 

Displays usage reports of Cloud BOT. 

 

 

(1) Storage Shows the free space, usage, and total capacity of the space for storing BOT. 

(2) Plans Shows the plan you are currently subscribing. You can change the plan by clicking 

[Change the plan]. 

(3) BOT BOT usage time. Shows the remaining time available, the time the BOTs ran, and 

the total time available for the month selected in the drop-down list. 

When the run time of this month has been consumed, click “Time charge for free” 

to extend the run time for ten minutes. 

(4) Daily - Run status Displays the daily execution status (hours) of the month selected in the drop-down 

list in a graph. 

(5) By BOT - Run 

status 

Displays the execution status (hours) by BOTs of the month selected in the drop-

down list in a graph. 
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Members  

You can add or remove members who jointly manage and use BOTs. 

⚫ Members can perform operations that are permitted by the granted role. 

⚫ If the invited members themselves are also using the Cloud BOT, they can use the invited Cloud 

BOT separately from their own Cloud BOT. 

⚫  If you are a member of multiple Cloud BOT,  will be 

displayed at the top of the screen. Click here to switch the Cloud BOT to be displayed. 

 

 

(1) [+Add a member] Add members to share the BOT. Click to display Add a member screen. 

(2) 

 

Use these buttons to move between pages when you have a lot of 

members and you have multiple pages to display all members. 

(3) Members list List of members sharing the Cloud BOT. 

⚫ Mail address: Member’s Email address. 

⚫ Role: Member’s role. 

⚫ Date: The date when the member was added. 

⚫ [Settings]: Click to change the role (available only when you are an 

owner or an administrator). 

⚫ [Delete]: Click to delete the member (available only when you are an 

owner). Members other than the owner can only delete themselves. 
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Add a member 

Displayed when clicking [+Add a member] on the Members screen. 

 

 

(1) Mail address to invite Please enter the email address of the invited user. 

Invited member can perform operations that are permitted by the selected 

role on this screen. 

(2) Role to invite Select the role you want to give to the member you invite. 

⚫ admin: Can perform all operations except registering and deleting an 

administrator. 

⚫ payer: Can perform BOT operations that can be performed by “user” 

as well as pay the charges of Cloud BOT. 

⚫ user: You can create, run, edit, BOTs as well as other operations such 

as displaying Execution logs. 

(3) [Invite] Click to send an invitation Email to the Email address you entered. 

When the user who received the invitation Email clicks the 

link in the invitation Email to log in to the Cloud BOT and 

clicks “Accept” on the displayed screen, the user is added to 

the inviter's Cloud BOT as a member. If you select “Decline”, 

the user will be added as a member, but the status will be 

Decline. 

(4) [Cancel] Close this screen without sending an invitation Email. 
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Connect 

Can connect created BOTs to external applications. 

 

 

(1) zapier Descriptions are displayed on how to link with the automation app, zapier. 

(2) IFTTT Descriptions are displayed on how to link with the task automation app, 

IFTTT. 

(3) External Connections Click to ON when connecting to the external application. 

(4) Connected Apps Displays the currently connected apps. 

(5) BOT to connect Set the BOT that connects with the external application. Displays 50 BOTs 

per page. 

⚫ Automatically enable the connection with new created BOT.: If you 

click to ON, the connection of a newly created BOT will be enabled 

when you create it. 

⚫ : Use these buttons to move between pages when 

you have a lot of BOTs and you have multiple pages to display all 

BOTs. 

⚫ BOT name list: Sets whether to enable external connection for each 

created BOT. Click to ON when enabling the connection. 
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Contract Information 

The current contract details and user information are displayed. 

 

 

(1) Contract Information Details of your Cloud BOT contract. 

You can change the plan by clicking [Change the plan]. 

(2) Registration information Details of users who have the Cloud BOT contract. 

Change the plan: Click to change the plan. 

(3) Payment information Credit card information registered when registering user. 

[Edit]: You can change the credit card used for payment. Change the 

payment information is displayed. 

[Payment history]: Displays payment history. Payment history is displayed. 
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Change the payment information 

You can change the credit card used for payment. 

Displayed when clicking a Payment Information on the Contract Information screen. 

 

 

(1) Credit card number Enter your credit card number. 

(2) Expiration date Enter the expiration date of your credit card in mm/yy format. 

(3) CVC Enter a 3-digit or 4-digit CVC. 

(4) Update Registers the information entered. 

(5) [Cancel] Discards the information entered and back to the previous screen. 
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For Developers 

Sets advanced settings such as use of API. 

 

 

(1) Basic Settings Displays Public ID of API and Public Path of API. When the API is published, 

[Disable API] is displayed. If the API is disabled, [Enable API] is displayed. The 

buttons disables /enables the API respectively. 

For details, refer to Publishing your BOT as API. 
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(2) Access Token Lists already published access tokens. 

⚫ [Issue Access Token]: Publishes access token. 

⚫ Edit the access token by clicking [Edit], discard the access token by clicking 

[Discard]. 

(3) API List Displayed when API is enabled. 

⚫ Currently published BOTs and unpublished BOTs are displayed alternatively by 

switching tabs. 

⚫ Clicking [About API] displays details of that API, and you can set API settings 

and test the API. For details, refer to Setting your BOT as API (For 

Developers) and Testing API Using API Test Tool. 

⚫ : Use these buttons to move between pages when you 

have a lot of BOTs and you have multiple pages to display all BOTs. 

(4) Endpoint Registers the endpoint. When enabled, the BOT execution result can be posted to 

the specified endpoint (URL). 

⚫ Edit the endpoint by clicking [Edit], discard the endpoint by clicking [Discard]. 

⚫ : Use these buttons to move between pages when you 

have a lot of endpoints and you have multiple pages to display all endpoints. 

(5) My Apps ⚫ Add a New App: Use this button to register an app that uses OAuth 2.0. 

⚫ Displays the registered apps. Edit the endpoint by clicking [Edit], discard the 

endpoint by clicking [Discard]. 

(6) Authorized Apps Displays authorized apps if applicable. 

(7) Documents You can refer to documents on how to use the API with Cloud BOT. 
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Create a new BOT 

Overview of the Create a new BOT Screen 

Appears when creating a new BOT. 

 

 

(1) Side menu Where the recorded operations in the virtual browser is displayed. 

Click  to display Side menu contents. 

(2) Tab It works like a normal browser tab. 

(3) 

 

Click to display menus shown below. 

⚫ Data viewer: Viewer screen is displayed. 

(4) Browser It works like a normal browser. You can start creating a BOT by doing one 

of the following: 

⚫ Type search words in the search field on the center and click . 

Search results are shown. 

⚫ Type URL directly in the URL field on the top. Target site is shown. 
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Side menu 

Displayed when clicking  on the left corner of the Create a new BOT screen. You can check and 

edit the operations performed in the virtual browser. 

 

［Before starting the operation in the virtual browser] 

 

［After starting the operation in the virtual browser] 

(1) 

 

Creates a new BOT. 

 

Saves a created BOT. Save is displayed. 

 

You can make detailed settings without saving the BOT. The 

items that can be set are the same as Save screen. 

 

Close the window without saving the BOT. 
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(2) 

 

Close the side menu. 

(3) Virtual browser status Indicates whether the virtual browser is running or stopped. 

10 minutes after the operation starts, the status changes to 

“The virtual browser is stopping”. You can return to the running 

status by resuming the operation in the virtual browser. 

(4) Task list The operations in the virtual browser are recorded here. 

 
Change the execution position of the current task. The current 

task execution position is indicated by a white line between the 

tasks. 

 
Indicates which task has run currently in the browser. Tasks 

before this white line cannot be deleted or modified, or tasks 

cannot be added. If you want to delete a task or add a task in 

between, click the gray line between the tasks to change the 

task position. 

 
Click to start recording of BOT operations. Operations are 

recorded continuously until clicking . 

When the side menu is hidden,  will be displayed (if you 

have already started creating the BOT, the elapsed time will be 

displayed instead). 

 ... 

The contents (tasks) operated in the virtual browser are 

displayed in order, numbered from (1). 

⚫ The icon at the top left of the number indicates whether the 

operation is “Enter/Paste”, “Click”, “Wait”, or “Copy”. 

⚫ Click to display settings available for the operation. In 

addition, the screen after the operation has been performed 

is displayed on the virtual browser. 

 
Displayed when clicking a numbered task. 

Click to set following two items. 

⚫ Before processing: A screenshot of the screen before 

performing this task is automatically saved. 

⚫ After processing: A screenshot of the screen after 

performing this task is automatically saved. 

 
 

Displayed when clicking a numbered task. 

Click to set following two items. 

⚫ Error handling: You can set whether to continue or suspend 

the task if it fails. 

⚫ Time out: If the object (input box or text) of this task is not 

found within the time set here, an error will occur and the 

processing set in “Error handling” will be performed.  

Also, if it expects take a long time to get the result of the 

operation of this task, you can set this time out to prevent 

errors due to delay. 

 
Creates a BOT that operates differently depending on whether 

the specified condition is met or not. Click to display Create a 
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condition. 

 
You can create your own input/output values that cannot be got 

in the virtual browser. Click to display Create a value. 

 
 

Add a wait time between operations to do nothing. 

It is used when it takes a long time to load the browser. 

It can be set in the range of 0.1 to 300 seconds. 

 
 

Sets BOT operations using JavaScript. 

For details, refer to the JavaScript references on “Documents” 

on Main menu. 

(5) DATA Displays data obtained from operations in the virtual browser. 

 
Viewer is displayed. 

Value1 ... Data obtained from the operation in the virtual browser. 

You can change the name by clicking it. For clarity, it is 

recommended to set its name when it is obtained. 

 

Create a condition 

Displayed when clicking [Condition] on the task list in the side menu. 

You can create a BOT that operates differently depending on whether the specified condition is met or 

not. 

 
(1) Conditional 

expression 

 Creates a conditional expression. Specify the Left value, Right value, 

Options to complete the expression. 

Left 

value/Right 

value 

Any value, data value that is already retrieved in the task, or value from 

group can be selected. 

⚫ When selecting Any value, you can set strings freely by entering in 

the box displayed below. 

⚫ When selecting data value or group value, the corresponding value 

is displayed in the box. 

Options Specify the relationship between the Left value and the Right value. 

Following options are available: 

⚫ is equal to 

⚫ is not equal to 
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⚫ includes 

⚫ does not include 

⚫ is less than 

⚫ is less than or equal to 

⚫ is greater than 

⚫ is greater than or equal to 

(2) Type directly Select to type a conditional expression directly. 

⚫ Click [Data reference] to select values that are already retrieved in the 

task or values from the group. 

(3) Error handling Specifies the process if an error occurred when executing the conditional 

expression. Following options are available: 

⚫ Follow the BOT settings: The processes according to “Error handling” 

setting on the side menu in the Create a new BOT screen is performed. 

⚫ Suspend: Does not perform subsequent BOT operations. 

⚫ Continue: Ignore the error and perform subsequent BOT operations. 

(4) [OK] Specified condition is set. 

(5) [Cancel] Close the screen without setting condition. 

Create a value 

Displayed when clicking “Create a value” on the task list in the side menu. 

You can create your own value. 

 

 

(1) Create a value By clicking [+] button, you can select the data to be included in the 

generated value from the following. 

⚫ [Year(4 digits)], [Year(2 digits)], [Month], [Month(0 padding)], [Day], 

[Day(0 padding)], [Hour(24-hour)], [Hour(24-hour | 0 padding)], 

[Hour(12-hour)], [Hour(12-hour | 0 padding)], [Minute], [Minute(0 

padding)], [Second], [Second(0 padding)], [Any string], [Random 

string], [Data], [Random number] 

⚫ [Any string]: can set strings by entering freely. 

⚫ [Random string] and [Random number]: can set random 

strings/numbers by setting conditions. 

⚫ [Data]: can select data value that is already retrieved in the task. 

(2) Preview Shows how the selected data produces values. 
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(3) Destination data Select the data to store the produced values. It can be stored as new data 

or in a data value that has already been retrieved. 

(4) Data name Set the name of the data if [Destination data] is set to [New data]. 

(5) [OK] Generate data with specified settings. 

(6) [Cancel] Close the screen without saving data. 

 

Script 

Displayed when clicking [</>Script] on the task list in the side menu. 

The screen to create JavaScript. 

For details, refer to the JavaScript references on “Documents” on Main menu. 

 
(1) Script The screen to type JavaScript. 

(2) Data reference Data value that is already retrieved in the task, or value from group can 

be selected. 

(3) Destination data Specify whether to save the result of the processing performed in this 

JavaScript to the existing data or as new data. 

The saved value will be the result of the last process performed in 

JavaScript. 

(4) [OK] Save the JavaScript and close the screen. 

(5) [Cancel] Close the screen without saving the JavaScript. 

 

Viewer 

Displays data obtained. 

You can create a group or import/export data. 

A group is a collection of multiple input or output values having same purpose. 
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(1) Data Displays data obtained from operations in the virtual browser. 

(2) Add a group Creates a new group. 

(3) Data list Data obtained from the operation in the virtual browser. 

You can add more data (values) by clicking [+]. 

(4) [Import/Export] You can import/export data. Available import file formats 

are: .xls, .xlsx, .csv, and .json. Available export file formats are: CSV 

format(Shift_JIS), CSV format(UTF-8), and JSON format. 

Save - [General] tab 

Displays when you click the [General] tab of the Save screen that is displayed when you save the 

BOT. 

 

 

(1) BOT name Enter the BOT’s name. 

(2) Description For clarity, you can enter information about the BOT. 

(3) Input data Specify an input value to execute this BOT. 

⚫ Default: Displays a data input in the virtual browser. You can change 

the value from here. You can also set the default value to Disabled 
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(cannot set) by clicking the check box. 

If the input data is a password, Disabled (cannot set) is set. 

Although the Disabled setting can be canceled by checking 

the check box, it is not recommended. 

⚫ Hide the value: Check if you do not want to display this data on the 

screen (display it with “●●●” like a password). 

⚫ [Select the Input data]: Select the data to make input data from the 

data obtained by operations in the virtual browser. 

⚫ [Reset the default values]: When any changes are made, click it to 

confirm the changes. 

(4) Output data Specify the value obtained by executing this BOT. 

⚫ [Select the Output data]: Select the data to make output data from 

the data obtained by operations in the virtual browser. 

(5) Icon Sets an icon for the BOT. 

Available file formats are .jpg/.png. 

Click [Reference] to select an image file. 

(6) BOT internal data The value which is processed internally when executing BOT. 

⚫ Hide the value: Check if you do not want to display this data on the 

screen (display it with “●●●” like a password). 

⚫ [Reset the values]: When any changes are made, click it to confirm 

the changes. 

Save - [Browser] tab 

Displays when you click the [Browser] tab of the Save screen that is displayed when you save the 

BOT. 

You can make settings related to the browser when executing this BOT. 

 
(1) Browser size Specifies the width and height of the browser. 

⚫ [Reset]: When any changes are made, click it to confirm the 

changes. 
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(2) Browser language Specifies the language displayed in the browser. 

⚫ [Reset]: When any changes are made, click it to confirm the 

changes. 

(3) User agent Specifies the browser which is used. 

⚫ [Reset]: When any changes are made, click it to confirm the 

changes. 

Save - [Error handling] tab 

Displays when you click the [Error handling] tab of the Save screen that is displayed when you save 

the BOT. 

You can set what to do if there is an error on the BOT. 

The handling when an error occurs in each task can be set when creating or editing the BOT, in each 

task in the side menu. 

 

 

(1) On error You can set what to do if an error occurred when executing the BOT. You 

can select from “Suspended execution” and “Continue”. 
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Working with Cloud BOT 

This guide will walk you through the basic procedures. 

Following procedures are described: 

⚫ Registering a User 

⚫ Creating a BOT 

⚫ Using BOT 

⚫ Editing a BOT 

⚫ Setting a schedule for a BOT 

⚫ Connecting and Executing BOTs to External Applications 

⚫ Publishing your BOT as API (For Developers) 

⚫ Testing API Using API Test Tool (For Developers) 

⚫ Using Groups 

⚫ Inputting/Outputting Necessary Data 

 

Registering a User 

Register as a new user and enable Cloud BOT. 

1. Click “Signup” on the top of the login screen. 
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2. Enter the email address to register in the “Mail address” box and click [Register]. 

 

Following screen is displayed and an invitation email is sent to the email address you entered. 

 

In addition to your email address, you can also register with your Google, Facebook, or Microsoft 

account. 

3. Check the Email sent and click on the URL provided. 

The URL provided is valid for one day. When the URL is expired, resent the email from “Signup” 

again. 
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4. On the displayed screen, enter your password in the “Password” and “Password confirmation” 

fields, then click [Register]. 

 

5. Select your time zone and click [Next]. 
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6. Click [Select] for your plan or [Start for free]. 
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7. When selecting a paid plan, enter “Organization or individual name”, “Department(optional)”, 

“Phone number”, “Zip Code”, “Address”, “Contact person”, “Credit card”, then click [Next]. 

 

If you select the free plan, this input screen will not be displayed and the confirmation screen will be 

displayed. Proceed to step 8. 
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8. Click [Terms of service] to confirm the terms of use, and click “I agree to the terms of service.” 

to select. Then click [Start]. 

 

The screen above is for when the free plan is selected. 

Dashboard is displayed and you can begin to use Cloud BOT. 
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Creating a BOT 

As an example, we will create a simple BOT that searches for a specific string on a site and retrieves 

the search results. 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click “Create a new BOT”. 

 

The Create a new BOT screen will be displayed in a separate window. 

On the BOT screen, you can start to create a BOT by clicking [+Create a new BOT]. 

2. Enter the URL of the search site and click . 

 

URL can be entered in “Type a URL.” field on the top. 

The site you entered is displayed. 
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3. Click  or . 

 

The site you entered is reloaded. 

10 minutes after the virtual browser starts, the status changes to “The virtual browser is stopping”. 

Then you try to perform an operation, the message “The virtual browser is stopping. Do you want to 

restart the virtual browser and run the task again to continue recording?” is displayed. 

Click to [OK] to restart the virtual browser and continue your operation. 

4. Click a search field. 

 

The clicked field is surrounded by a light red frame. 

5. Click it again to display the menu, then click [Input]. 

 

6. Enter the string to search and click . 
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The task records the input action. “2” is added to the task list on the left. 

You can check the contents of the recorded task by clicking  to display the side menu. 

7. Click the button to perform the search (in this case ) to display a light red frame. Click it 

again and click [Click] on the menu that appears. 

 

The task records the click action. “3” is added to the task list on the left. 

8. Click the data to retrieve from the search results displayed. 

 

If all the data you want to get is not selected with one click, click it again and click [Expand a 

selection] in the displayed menu. 
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9. Click it again, then click [Copy] > [Copy the text] on the menu that appears. 

 

10. In the displayed screen, enter the name of data to be retrieved (in this case “Number of search 

results”) and click [Copy]. 

 

The task records the copy action. “4” is added to the task list on the left. 

11. Click  on the side menu. 

Side menu is displayed. 
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12. Click [Value1] on “DATA” column and click . 

 

13. Enter the name of data in “Data name” field (in this case “URL”) then click . 
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14. Enter the names for the other values in the same manner. 

⚫ You can delete unnecessary values by clicking . 

⚫ If you want to set a waiting time for the operation because it takes time to obtain the result of 

the operation, such as when the browser loads slowly, click  →  and set the time 

until the operation times out. 

⚫ If you want to intentionally put some time between tasks, such as a screen that does not 

respond to continuous button presses, click  and enter the number of seconds to wait. 

The wait time is added where the cursor is currently located. 

15. Click . 

 

Save screen is displayed. 
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16. Enter the name of this BOT (in this case, “Get Search Count”) in [BOT name], check “Input 

data”, “Output data”, and “BOT internal data”, and click [Save]. 

 

For details on each item on the save screen, refer to “Save“ on the “Create a new BOT”. 

The operations recorded so far are saved as a BOT. 

17. Close the Create a new BOT screen to go back to Dashboard. 

 

A new BOT named “Get Search Count” is created. 
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Setting different operations depending on the condition 

Specify a conditional expression to create a BOT that operates differently depending on whether the 

condition is met or not. 

For example, you can create a BOT which searches for a product name and after that branches 

operations like: if the name exists then retrieve the data, and if it does not exist then add the data. 

⚫ You can add any number of conditional expressions to a single BOT. 

⚫ You can make the conditional expression nested. 

⚫ You can specify a conditional expression when using group data. For details about groups, refer 

to Using Groups. 

1. On the Create a new BOT screen, perform the tasks up to the point where the condition is set. 

2. Click  on the side menu. 

 

3. On the Create a condition screen, specify a condition expression then click [OK]. 
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Here, the ID obtained from the screen is specified in “Left value”, and the value to be searched is 

specified in “Right value” as “Any value”. 

The condition is added on the side menu. 

 

4. Then, record tasks when the condition is met. 

Tasks are added between conditional expression and “End of condition” as follows. 
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Then, record tasks when the condition isn’t met. To do so, it is necessary to change the data such as 

values and settings so that the operation of the BOT does not actually match the conditions. 

5. Click [First], then click [Next] to perform the tasks in order from the beginning. 

Change the values and data so that the operation does not match the condition. 

 

6. Click [End of condition], then click [Add a mismatch condition]. 

 

“Mismatch condition” - “End of condition” area is displayed. 
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7. Record tasks when the condition isn’t met. 

Tasks are added between “Mismatch condition” and “End of condition” as follows. 

 

8. You may want to record the tasks after the conditional branch. Click [Next] to move the current 

position of the task to the end of the conditional branch and continue recording. 

The current position of the task is indicated by . 

Click to  to save the BOT. 
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Using BOT 

Let's actually use the created BOT. 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click “Start” of the BOT to be ran. 

 

Run your bot screen is displayed. 

2. Change the value to be entered if needed (in this case, “search word”), enter it in the box and 

click [Start]. 

 

The box for the value that was set to “Disabled” setting when creating the BOT become blank. If it is 

left blank, the BOT may not run properly. Enter an appropriate value before run. 

The BOT runs. 
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3. When completed, the obtained values will be displayed in the “Data” field (in this case, “Number 

of search results”). Click [Export] to export this data. 

 

4. Click ▲▼ to select the format, and click [Export]. 

 

⚫ Available export file formats are: “CSV format(Shift_JIS)”, “CSV format(UTF-8)”, and “JSON 

format”. 

⚫ Click [Export] to display the dialog for saving the file. File can be saved in the location and name 

of your choice. 
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5. Click [Close] once the save is complete. 

 

Editing a BOT 

You can edit already created BOTs. 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click the icon/name of the BOT to be edited. 

 

Details of the BOT are displayed. 
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2. Click [Edit]. 

 

For details on each item on the details screen, refer to Details. 

3. Check or enter the input values (in this case, “ice cream”), and click [OK]. 
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4. Edit the BOT. 

 

⚫ Editing is the same as creating a BOT. 

⚫ For details on each item, refer to “Creating BOT“. 

⚫ Once editing is finished, click  to save your edits. 
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Setting a schedule for a BOT  

You can set a schedule for each BOT to run it automatically. 

This section describes how to set a schedule from the BOT’s details screen. 

1. On BOT’s details screen, click [Add schedule]. 
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2. Set the schedule in the “Schedules” field. 

 

⚫ Depending on the selection of “Every day”, “Every hour”, “Minutes”, the following specific settings 

change. 

⚫ As necessary, check “Set a due date”, “Set time of day”, “Set days of the week”, and “Set days of 

the month” and set. 

⚫ For details on each setting, refer to Add Schedule. 

3. As necessary, click [Set input data] to set the input data. 

 

For input data which is set to “Disabled”, be sure to set the input data to be entered on this screen. 

Otherwise, BOT cannot be executed automatically. 
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4. To change the name from the preset “Run regularly XXXX”, enter the “Schedule Name”. 

 

5. To enable the schedule immediately, check “Enable scheduler” and click [Register]. 

 

⚫ If you click [Register] without checking “Enable scheduler”, the schedule will be registered in the 

disabled state. In the case, BOT won't run automatically. 

⚫ To enable the disabled schedule, open the Schedules screen again and check “Enable scheduler”. 

The schedule is registered. 
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Connecting and Executing BOTs to External Applications 

Set up BOT for autorun applications such as zapier. 

1. Click “Connect” on the main menu. 

 

2. Click a button next to “External Connections” column to ON. 

 

Settings are displayed under “External Connections” column. 

3. In “BOT to connect”, click a button next to the BOT name which is connected to an external 

application to ON. 
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⚫ For the connection of external applications, refer to the description of the connected application. 

For zapier and IFTTT, click “Check how to start connection” on the Connect screen to display 

detailed description. 

⚫ For items on the screen after turn the connection ON, refer to Connect. 

4. Operate the connected application to complete the connection. For details, refer to a description 

of the application. 

Publishing your BOT as API (For Developers) 

The created BOT can be used as an API. 

Generating a Public ID 

The public path is automatically generated when external connection is turned ON, but it can also be 

generated manually. This section describes how to set a connection manually. 

1. Click “For Developers” on the main menu. 

 

2. Sets a public ID for the API. 
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3. Click [Enable API]. 

 

4. Click [OK] on the message displayed. 

 

API is enabled with the entered path. 

When clicking [Enable API] without entering a path, the public path is generated automatically. 

 

Issuing an Access Token of API 

Issue an access token which is used a BOT as API. 

1. Click “For Developers” on the main menu. 
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2. Click [Issue Access Token]. 

 

A screen for which an access token used to call an API is issued is displayed. 

3. Select permissions to be granted to the access token and click [Issue Access Token]. 

 

Up to 3 access tokens can be issued per user. 

4. Write down the displayed access token and secret key then click [Close] to close the display. 

 

⚫ The secret key can no longer be verified. Be sure to write it down. 

⚫ Be careful not to let others know your access token and secret key. 
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Publishing your BOT as API 

The BOT ID is automatically generated and the BOT is published when “external connection” on the 

Connect screen is turned ON, but it can also be performed manually. This section describes how to 

publish the BOT manually. 

1. From the [Private] tab in the “API List” column of the For Developers screen, click [Publish] of 

the BOT to be published as an API. 

 

2. Enter an appropriate ID in the “BOT ID” field and click [Publish your API]. 
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3. Click [OK] on the message displayed. 

 

The BOT is now published as an API. 

 

 

Testing API Using API Test Tool (For Developers) 

You can check the operation of the BOT published as an API. 

1. Click “For Developers” on the main menu. 

 

For Developers screen is displayed. 
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2. From the [Public] tab in the “API List” column, click [About API] of the BOT to be tested. 

 

 

3. Scroll down the About API screen to display the “API Testing Tool” column. 
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4. Click to select the API to be tested. You can test three types: BOT Execution (POST), Job 

Reference (GET), and Job Suspension (DELETE). 

 

In this case, “BOT Execution” is used as an example. 

5. Click ▲▼ of “access-token” to select the issued access token, and enter the secret key of the 

selected access token in “secret-key”. 
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6. Click [Send]. 

 

The API run. 

7. Execution result is displayed. 

 

For details about the results, refer to the “Reference” section at the top of this screen. Click on the 

appropriate reference. 
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Changing conditions 

You can change the conditions and test the API. 

1. Click “For Developers” on the main menu, from the [Public] tab in the “API List” column, click 

[About API] of the BOT to be tested. 

2. Scroll down the About API screen to display the “API Testing Tool” column. 

 

 

3. In the “Request Body” field, change the conditions and [Send] to test. 
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Using Groups 

What is a Group? 

For example, you may want to retrieve multiple data at once, such as multiple items in search results. 

In such a case, you can create a group of output values and get them all at once. 

In addition, you may want to automatically enter data in each item of the form on the Web. In such a 

case, you can create a group of input values and input them all at once. 

Creating a Group of Output Values 

In this case, you create a following BOT: log in to the management screen of the online shopping site 

you are selling with your user ID and password, group multiple items such as the name of the 

registered product, registration date, quantity, etc., then collects each product’s information all at 

once. 

 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click [Create a new BOT]. 

 

The Create a new BOT screen will be displayed in a separate window. 

On the BOT screen, you can start to create a BOT by clicking [+Create a new BOT]. 
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2. Enter the URL of the search site and click . 

 

The site you entered is displayed. 

3. Click  or . 

 

The site you entered is reloaded. 

10 minutes after the virtual browser starts, the status changes to “The virtual browser is stopping”. 

Then you try to perform an operation, the message “The virtual browser is stopping. Do you want to 

restart the virtual browser and run the task again to continue recording?” is displayed. 

Click to [OK] to restart the virtual browser and continue your operation. 
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4. Click the “Login ID” field to display a light red frame, then click “Enter” in the displayed menu 

and enter your login ID. 

 

 

5. Click . 

 

6. Enter the password in the “Password” field in the same manner. 
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7. Click [Login] to display a light red frame, then click “Click” in the displayed menu. 

 

8. Open the page that contains the data to be retrieved (in this case, the “Number of Products” 

page). 

 

9. Copy the items you want to get in order. 
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⚫ We recommend that you give the copied value a descriptive name. 

⚫ After copying all the items you want to get, create a group. 

⚫ If the items you want to retrieve span multiple pages, you can create a group with the items on 

the first page and then move to the next page to add items. 

 

10. Click the part with the item to be included in the group to display the light red frame. 

 

11. Click it again, then click “Find a group range” on the menu that appears. 
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12. If not all the items you want to get are in the range, click “Expand a Selection” to include all the 

items you want to get in the selection. 

 

13. If you are satisfied with the selection, click “Determine the group range”. 

 

14. Click “Create a group”. 
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The copied values contained in the group range become one group. 

You can also create a group by setting the group range first and then copying the items in it. 

15. Click  on the side menu to open it. 

The group is displayed in blue in the “TASK” column of the side menu. 

16. Click [Complete the group process]. 

 

17. Click [OK] on the message displayed. 

 

Groups are set and other same items are copied for each group. 
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In the “DATA” column on the side menu, the values to be retrieved are grouped and displayed. 

 

⚫ If desired, you can click  to change the group name. 

⚫ You can check and edit the contents of the group in “Viewer”. 
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When Making a Single Output Value Group with Items that Span Multiple Pages 

If the items you want to retrieve span multiple pages, you can create a group with the items on the 

first page and then move to the next page to add items to the group. 

1. Create a group by referring to the procedure in “Creating a Group of Output Values”. 

In “Viewer”, group is created as follows. 

 

2. Go to the next screen. 

3. Just like when you created a group in “Creating a Group of Output Values”, click the part with 

the items to be included in the group to display a light red frame and select the range of the 

group. 
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4. Next, click “Add to group” → the group name to add (in this case, “Product info”). 

 

A group with no items is added to the task list. 

5. Select an item to add and click to copy. 

6. Click “Destination data” on the displayed window and select the corresponding item from the 

items already set in the group. 

 

If you want to add it to the group as a new item, enter the data name as “New data”. 

7. Copy all items to be added to the group. 

8. When copy is finished, click [Complete the group process]. 
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9. Click “Viewer” on the task menu to display the viewer. 

The data on the second page has been added as a row at the bottom of the group, as shown 

below. 

 

The item you added as a new item in step 6 has been added as a new column name. 

Creating a Group of Input Values 

Here, from the registration form of the company system, create a BOT to register multiple member 

information of the company. Make each item of the membership registration form a group of input 

values. 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click “Create a new BOT”. 

 

The Create a new BOT screen will be displayed in a separate window. 

On the BOT screen, you can start to create a BOT by clicking [+Create a new BOT]. 
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2. Enter the URL of the page that uses the input values (member registration form in this case), or 

search and display it. 

 

3. Click  on the side menu to open it. 

 

4. Click  on the side menu. 
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5. Click “Viewer”. 

 

6. Click [+ Add a group]. 
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7. Enter a group name and click . 

 

8. Click [+] to the right of “Row Number”. 

 

9. Enter the input items one by one as the column name. Click  each time you enter one item 

to confirm. 
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10. Click [+] under “Row Number” and enter a value for the input item. 

 

11. Click [OK]. 

 

The registered group is displayed in the “TASK” column of the side menu. 
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12. In the “DATA” field of the side menu, click the title of the created group (in this case, “Register 

member info”) and click [Use a group]. 

 

The group is added to the “TASK” column of the side menu. 

13. Assign the items registered in the group to the items. Click an item to display a light red frame, 

then click it again and click “Paste data”. 
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14. Click “Group data”, then click the value you want to enter for the selected item (“Name” in this 

case). 

 

15. Repeat this step to fill in all the data for the group. 

16. Click the item you entered, use “Expand a selection” to specify the entire range of the item you 

entered, click it, and click “Find a group range”. 
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17. Click “Determine the group range” on the menu that appears. 

 

18. Click “Link elements and rows” on the menu that appears. 

 

19. Click [Complete the group process] on the side menu, then on the displayed message, click 

[OK]. 
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The group's data will be filled in all the corresponding fields on the form, as shown in the 

following screen. 

 

20. After registering all the operation contents of the BOT, click  on the side menu to save the 

BOT. 

 

 

Bulk import of data to be entered in the input value group 

You can create a list of data in .xls, .xlsx, .csv, .json format, import it and enter it in bulk in a input 

group. 

In this case, create a data list to register multiple member information of the company to the 

registration form and import them. 
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1. Create and save a list of data in an application such as Excel. 

 

Enter a data name in the first column and the individual data in the rows below. 

2. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click “Create a new BOT”. 

 

The Create a new BOT screen will be displayed in a separate window. 

On the BOT screen, you can start to create a BOT by clicking [+Create a new BOT]. 

3. Enter the URL of the page that uses the input values (member registration form in this case), or 

search and display it. 
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4. Click  on the side menu to open it. 

 

5. Click  on the side menu. 

6. Click “Viewer”. 
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7. Click [+ Add a group]. 

 

8. Enter a group name and click . 

 

9. Click [+] to the right of “Row Number”. 
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10. Enter the items one by one as the column name. Click  each time you enter one item to 

confirm. 

⚫ The column name entered here should be the same as the item name in the first column created 

in step 1. Otherwise, the item will not be imported. 

⚫ If the column name entered here is not in the column name of the data list to be imported, the 

item will not be imported and will be blank. 

⚫ Items in the data list to be imported will not be imported if you do not enter a column name 

here. 

 

11. After entering column names, click [Import/Export]. 
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12. Click [Reference] to select a data file and click [Import]. 

 

13. Confirm the message displayed and click [OK]. 

 

The data has been loaded and entered into a group in the data viewer. 
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Setting different operations depending on the condition 

Even when using groups, you can specify a conditional expression to create a BOT that operates 

depending on the condition. 

For example, suppose you're using group data that lists details such as product names, prices, and 

inventory. Create a BOT that updates the inventory of products based on that list. Here, you can use 

a conditional expression to: if the group data has a specified product name then update the inventory, 

and if it does not then add the product. The tasks in the group are as follows. 

 

 

The setting flow is as follows. 

1. Click [Condition] in a group and record the tasks when the condition is met (when the group 

data is matched). 

2. Click [Viewer] on the task menu to change the data so that the condition is not met. 

3. Close the data viewer and perform the task from the beginning until before the “Mismatch 

condition” (it doesn't matter if an error occurs). 

4. In “Mismatch condition”, record tasks when the condition isn’t met. 
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Note the following when setting a conditional expression using group data. 

⚫ The procedure of setting condition itself is the same as “Setting different operations depending 

on the condition” in “Creating a BOT”. 

⚫ First, record the operations using the group data when the condition is met, then change the 

group data to one that does not match the condition, and then record the behavior when the 

condition is not met. 

 

Inputting/Outputting Necessary Data 

You can set the input value and output value of the created BOT as needed. This will allow you to 

perform a more efficient BOT at that time. 

Setting 

In this case, create a BOT that logs in to the management page of the online shopping site and 

changes the inventory of registered products, and set the input value and output value. 

1. Display the login page of the target site and click  to start recording. 

2. On the login page, record the entry of “Login ID” and “Password” and the click of [Login]. 
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3. For clarity, change the “Value 1” to “Value 3” recorded in the “Data” column of the side menu to 

“URL”, “Login ID”, and “Password”, respectively. 

 

4. Record clicks on “Product Management” and “Product List”. 

 

5. Select a product and try changing the inventory. Record clicks on product names in the list. 
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6. Click “Inventory” field and change the number. 

 

For clarity, it is recommended to rename the value in the “DATA” section on the side menu. 

7. Record a click on “Register” to reflect your changes on the site. 

 

8. Record a click on “Product list” to back to the product list. 
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9. From the list, select the text for the entire changed product information and click “Copy” > 

“Copy the text” to copy the text. 

 

10. In the displayed screen, enter the name of data and click [Copy]. 

 

11. Click . 

Save screen is displayed. 

12. Scroll down the screen a little to see the input values. 
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⚫ “Default”: Sets a value to be entered. When entering a value every time you execute BOT, clear 

the check box and set it to “Disabled”. Passwords are set to “Disabled” by default. 

⚫ “Option”: If you select the “Hide the value” checkbox, the value will be displayed as “●●●” on 

the screen. Passwords are set to “Hide the value” by default. 

13. Next, set the output data. Click [Select the Output data]. 

 

14. Select the check box of the data to be output as execution data and click . 
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15. Enter a BOT name and click [Save] to save. 

 

Confirming the Setting 

Input data and output data can be confirmed on execution of a BOT. 

1. On the Dashboard or BOT screen, click “Start” of the BOT to be ran. 

 

A separate window is open and displays the Run your bot screen. 

2. You can confirm the input data in this screen. 
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The item that is set to “Disabled”(in this case “Password”) is blank. Click the item and enter an 

appropriate value. 

3. Click [Start]. 

 

BOT runs and “Results” screen is displayed. 

4. Check the data output. 

 

⚫ The output data can be export by clicking [Export]. 

⚫ Available export file formats are: “CSV format(Shift_JIS)”, “CSV format(UTF-8)”, and “JSON 

format”. 


